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Do you like dolphins? Why? On a paper, please, write the word “dolphin.”
How many letters can you count on the word “dolphin”? Make a drawing 
of the dolphin, the best way you can. It doesn’t have to be perfect! Give it a 
chance! Do you know where dolphins live? Do you know what dolphins do?
Have you ever seen a dolphin on TV or at the beach?
If you had to give a name to a dolphin, what names would be your favorite 
ones?

Dolphin

ACTIVITY BOOKLET! Fun and creative.
For each page: Please answer the questions on a separate paper. 
Write, draw and paint! You can also print it and color it.



Do you like dogs? Why? On a paper, please, write the word “dog.”
How many letters can you count on the word “dog”? Make a drawing of the dog, the best way 
you can. It doesn’t have to be perfect! Give it a chance! Do you know a lot about dogs? How 
do they look? What types of dogs have you ever met? If you had to give a name to a dog, what 
names would be your favorite ones?      
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   Dog



Dinosaur 

Do you like dinosaurs? Why? On a paper, please, write the word “dinosaur.” How many 
letters can you count on the word “dinosaur”? Make a drawing of the dinosaur, the best way you 
can. It doesn’t have to be perfect! Give it a chance! Do you know a lot about dinosaurs? Can you 
find out how long ago they used to live in our planet? How did dinosaurs look? Describe some 
types of dinosaurs.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
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 Squirrel 
                                     Can you please write the word
                               “squirrel”? How many letters can you                              
                                count? Do you like squirrels? Why?
                                 Where do squirrels live? What do  
                                they eat? Did you know that an oak                     
                               tree can grow from an acorn?
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Many animals in the forest eat acorns. Can you name a few? Make a drawing of 
a squirrel, the best way you can! Give it a try! Why do you think this squirrel is
smiling?
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OctopusCan you please write the word “octopus”? How many 
letters can you count? Where do octopuses live? How 
many tentacles does an octopus have? Find out whether 
an octopus can change colors and why.  
Are they fast swimmers? 
Are there many types of octopuses? If you had to give a 
name to an octopus, what names would be your favorite 
ones?  Please draw an octopus!            



 Parrot

Do you like parrots? Why? 
Please write the word parrot. How many letters does this word have? Some parrots can learn 
to talk. Have you ever heard a parrot talking? 
Can parrots fly? Can parrots swim? 
Find out where parrots live. 
Have you ever seen a parrot in person? If your answer is yet, what was the parrot doing?
Please draw a parrot. If you could teach this parrot to talk, what words would you teach him?
Why? You can give this parrot a name! What name will you choose? Why?
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